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easing  the  transi1ons:  ﬁnding  ways  to  
work  in  solidarity  across  the  high  school/
college  divide
elizabeth  wardle

How  can  we,  as  wri-ng  experts  and  educators,  be5er  
communicate  what  we  know  about  wri-ng—our  threshold  
concepts—to  policy  makers?

Easing the Transitions: Finding Ways to Work in Solidarity Across the
High School/College Divide
Elizabeth Wardle

‘‘

Teachers are nonetheless required to assess students’ writing
ability through timed or standardized writing tests, often about
topics they know little about, without time for research,
planning, or revision, or without any familiarity with the
discourse communities that write about these topics. The end
result is that students are taught the opposite of what we know
to be true about writing.

’’

This is a journal devoted to the cross-pollination of ideas between high
school and college writing teachers, and the editors have kindly asked me to
introduce the inaugural issue. In thinking about what to say, I have found
myself revisiting my own experiences with first-year college writers and my
conversations with high school teachers. Those experiences and conversations
tend to center around the difficulty of writing in new contexts, and the
difficulty of teaching students to write—and teaching them knowledge about
writing—that will be flexibly useful in new and different contexts. These
difficulties have been the focus of nearly all of my research for the past ten plus
years (see, for example, Downs and Wardle, Wardle and Roozen, and Wardle
“Creative Repurposing,” “What is Transfer?” and “Understanding Transfer”),
which should make writing this introduction easier. Yet, as any writing teacher
knows, these are thorny and complicated topics to address. There is a lot to say—
and a lot of misunderstanding about—the matters of knowledge transfer and
teaching for such transfer. And sometimes the distance between high school
and college teaching feels too great to bridge. So what can I say here that might
provide a useful starting point for the conversations this journal hopes to
engender? I thought I might start with these questions: What are some of the
things that make it hard for students to transfer and usefully engage what they
know about writing from high school to college? And what can we do to ease
that transition?
When my own students have trouble as beginning college writers, it is
often because they are acting from conceptions of writing that simply don’t
work—that are, in effect, misconceptions about writing. For example, they act
out of a belief that “good writing is good writing no matter what” or that “there
are certain formulas or rules for writing that always work.” They don’t state
these beliefs explicitly, of course, but we can see those beliefs at work in their
behavior. For example, they attempt to put a thesis statement at the end of the
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first paragraph, whether that is appropriate or not, or they ask repeatedly how
many pages or how many words an assignment should be, or they attempt to
write five paragraphs even when they have more (or less) they need to say
about the topic at hand. They are often startled to learn that, in fact, what
counts as “good writing” depends a great deal on the context, the purpose, the
audience, the genre. That there is no one set of rules about writing that will
always ensure them success.
Why do so many students come to college with these conceptions about
writing? From what I am told by high school teachers, and from what I read in
the news and see in legislatures, I think the answer is that students have been
implicitly (or explicitly) taught these conceptions because teachers are so often
forced to design assignments and curricula that actually undermine students’
ability to learn accurate and useful conceptions about writing. For example, we
know that good writing depends not just on form but also on content
knowledge and context. Form and content in writing are inseparable, as we can
see, for example, in research articles in different fields: there, format is tied to
the values and norms of each discipline, the literature cited requires the author
to know what is current in that discipline, and the citation style and verb tenses
reflect disciplinary values (for example, APA highlights year because current
work is valued, while MLA highlights the author because the person is more
important than the date of publication; sciences tend to use passive voice to
demonstrate objectivity) (see Hyland). Teachers are nonetheless required to
assess students’ writing ability through timed or standardized writing tests,
often about topics they know little about, without time for research, planning,
or revision, or without any familiarity with the discourse communities that
write about these topics. The end result is that students are taught the opposite
of what we know to be true about writing. The rules governing what high
school teachers must teach, and how they must teach it, seem to become more
stringent every year. The desire of governmental officials to legislate and
moderate something they know little to nothing about results in our inability to
act out of our own research-based knowledge about what writing is, how
writing works, and how to effectively teach writing so that students can
effectively use what they know across widely varied contexts.
In an ideal world, faculty at all levels who teach writing should be able to
consider what research says, and to act from it in flexible ways appropriate to
the needs of the students in front of them. In other words, writing faculty must
be able to act out of what Meyer and Land call “threshold concepts”—concepts
that are critical for epistemological participation in communities of practice—
critical for seeing and understanding the work and knowledge of the
community, and for participating in that work. These are concepts that research
and practice have demonstrated to be credible, and which are understood by
nearly every practicing member of that discipline. These are concepts that must
be understood by learners and newcomers who want to learn more; in fact, the
threshold concepts must be learned if the learner wants to move forward in
understanding and practice in that area. Yet threshold concepts are difficult to
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learn—“troublesome,” Meyer and Land call them—and often conflict with
common knowledge about a topic. This last point, that threshold concepts about
a particular area of study are often misunderstood by those outside that field,
goes a long way toward explaining why stakeholders so often impose misguided
rules and procedures that writing teachers (and others) must implement. These
stakeholders aren’t necessarily acting out of malice or for nefarious purposes,
but they are acting out of deep misconceptions about what writing is and how
people learn to write. Their misconceptions, then, force teachers to act in ways
that deeply confuse students. While teachers might say, for example, that good
writing is rhetorical and context-dependent, they may still be forced to give
timed writing tests and grade them using “objective” rubrics. Even when they
are lucky enough not to have to give such tests, students are still evaluated
based on such writing when they take the SAT and ACT.
Misconceptions about writing are widespread in our culture. Consider some
of the threshold concepts about writing that scholars in Writing Studies
recently identified for a forthcoming book project that Linda Adler-Kassner and
I edited:
•

Writing is a knowledge-making activity.

•

Writing expresses and shares meaning that is also constructed and
reconstructed by the readers.

•

Writing mediates activity.

•

Failure can be an important part of writing development.

Each of these threshold concepts, and many of the others identified in the book,
are easily accepted by most writing faculty, but widely misunderstood by those
who do not study, teach, or think about writing for a living. Writing is
commonly understood as simply a means of recording already-existing
thoughts, or as a means of sharing exactly what one means as precisely as
possible with someone else who must simply read it to comprehend what the
writer was communicating. Writing for school settings at all levels is often not
seen as mediating any activities except evaluation, and is not seen as a powerful
tool that can accomplish work in the world. And the assessment mechanisms
and the focus on achieving scores and punishing teachers whose students don’t
achieve those scores leave no room for the reality that learning is messy and
difficult, and that failure can be an important part of learning.
My point, then, is that people’s misconceptions about writing have
powerful and negative consequences for us and for our students. When
legislators and test-creators and board members mandate our practices based on
their misconceptions about writing, instead of allowing us to create practices
that emerge from research-based threshold concepts about writing, we all
suffer. Because colleges and universities have so far been less impacted by these
mandates than high schools, students tend to be exposed to the misconceptions
in high school practices, and then find themselves deeply confused and
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disoriented when their college teachers point out that there is no one set of
rules, that failure is ok, that they should write to learn, and that no matter how
clear they try to be, readers construct their own meanings. The students are
even more confused if college teachers don’t explicitly point these things out but
simply expect students to know them, and mark them down when they don’t.
We could live in a different kind of world. We could live in a world
where expert writing faculty at all levels consciously use research-based
threshold concepts about writing to inform their classroom practices. In other
words, we could live in a world where writing teachers can act as experts, out of
what their field has learned over the last fifty years. This would not mean we
weren’t accountable. To the contrary, it would mean that we would be held
accountable for teaching transferable, flexible knowledge about writing
(heuristics and conceptions about writing that work across situations, rather
than rigid rules; see Rose) that acted directly out of the research of the field, and
that we were accountable for keeping up with that research and making sure
that our practices kept up with it. It would mean that we were responsible for
designing assessments that also emerged from the research about writing
assessment, and that we would share those assessment results with our
stakeholders. It would mean that we were responsible and accountable, but that
as experts, we would create the rules of the game.
What is keeping us from living in that world? One major impediment
seems to be that very few people outside the field of Writing Studies know it
exists, understand that writing is something that can be studied, or believe that
there is research-based knowledge about writing. In other words, we have a
serious communication and credibility gap. The first threshold concept in the
forthcoming book with Linda Adler-Kassner is this: writing is an activity and a
subject of study. And this central threshold concept is one that we must help
stakeholders understand. If they do not understand that writing is not just
something you do but also something we study, they cannot be made to
understand that there are research-based principles about writing upon which
writing instruction should be based.
To be able to teach successfully out of the research-based knowledge
about writing, we have to become better advocates for our own research and be
better able to fully explain our research to stakeholders, those who make laws
and curricula and rules for our teaching.
How would we go about doing this? One answer is age-old: solidarity.
High school and college writing teachers must find ways to bridge the gaps
between us and get together to act in solidarity. College faculty cannot wish and
assume that the misguided rules that so govern the lives of high school teachers
won’t soon come knocking on our doors—or haven’t already been knocking on
our doors and inviting themselves into our classrooms. But even if we were
lucky enough to find ways to avoid those mandates, we are still impacted by
them when students come to us from high school. Can we start by finding
simple ways to get together? Could we, perhaps, call high school or college
writing teachers we know and suggest getting together one Saturday morning a
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month to read some research, determine which research-based findings we
want to act out of but which are contraindicated by current legislative
mandates, and then start thinking of ways to get out the message? Perhaps we
could work together to write “briefs” or “talking points” about research findings
and best practices to help guide how we talk to colleagues and stakeholders
about what we do or what we want to do. We could use those briefs to write
letters to the editor.
Maybe we want to be more radical in how we share our message. I
recently taught a class called Rhetoric and Civic Engagement for
undergraduates, and in that class we talked about ways to get our messages
across when we wanted to promote change. One resource we used to help think
about how to do this was Explore Beautiful Trouble, “an international network
of artist-activist trainers whose mission is to make grassroots movements more
creative and more effective” (beautifultrouble.org). I encouraged the students in
that class to think outside the box about strategies for conveying their messages
for their civic engagement campaigns, and their campaigns included human
banners to raise awareness about gun laws on Florida college campuses, games
in the quad to help students understand the perils of second hand smoke, and
even a photo campaign in the spirit of Humans of New York
(humansofnewyork.com) to humanize and change perceptions about the
homeless in downtown Orlando. A pair of students was frustrated with
lawmakers’ view of education as rigid and test-driven. In response, they created
an innovative print campaign of posters with the tagline, “Your Child is More
Than a Test Score.” Each poster illustrated some creative aspect of education
along with a child engaging in that activity (playing music, drawing, and so on).
Explore Beautiful Trouble suggests many other strategies and tactics for getting
messages across, and I see no reason why we, trained writers and rhetors, can’t
use them to share our own messages about what writing is and how it should be
taught effectively. In fact, inviting our students to join us as we create and
implement these campaigns—students who have suffered through the
misguided mandates created by stakeholders who misunderstand how writing
works—can further bolster our efforts. I’d like to challenge readers to create
such campaigns, along with their students, and share them in future issues of
crosspol.
So, in sum: why are transitions hard for writers? There are many reasons,
including the simple but powerful one that we are never finished learning how
to write, because good writing depends on context. But there are things we can
do to ease the transitions, and one of them is work to ensure that teachers at all
levels have agency to teach out of their own expertise and the research of their
field, and have the support they need to build and practice that expertise, in
order to ensure that students are being taught accurate conceptions about
writing that will serve them well across varied contexts. To do that, we must
find ways to bridge the gaps that keep us, high school and college writing
teachers, apart. Together we must find ways to share and agree on what we
know about writing, and educate our stakeholders about that knowledge in
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persuasive ways. Together, if we can find the power and authority to teach from
what we know, we can find ways to ease the transitions that students will
encounter. We cannot make transitions easy, because learning and change are
always hard. But we can work together to ensure that the transitions are hard
in productive and meaningful ways.

‘‘

This last point, that threshold concepts about a particular area of
study are often misunderstood by those outside that field, goes a
long way toward explaining why stakeholders so often impose
misguided rules and procedures that writing teachers (and
others) must implement. These stakeholders aren’t necessarily
acting out of malice or for nefarious purposes, but they are acting
out of deep misconceptions about what writing is and how people
learn to write.

’’
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ARTIFACT IN ACTION 1 . THE WRITERS IN TRANSITION ARCHIVE
Colin Charlton + Andrew Hollinger
In “Easing the Transitions,” Wardle mentions several contexts
and outlets for public action, including Brandon Stanton’s
Humans of New York project. We want crosspol to be a
generative space for experimenting with shared projects and
conversation outlets like Wardle suggests, especially ones that
can mix engaging substance with the quick access and
referentiality of twenty-first century literacies and technologies. To those ends,
we offer the first in crosspol’s series of Artifacts in Action, supplements to each
issue’s projects that have the potential to extend our cross-pollinating
conversations about writing and teaching. Some of these supplements will be
materials, designed by contributors, which are already in play. Some will be
materials inspired by contributors but composed by other students, teachers,
and artists. Some will simply be potentials drafted by editors at crosspol.
What would a public archive of student writers and their writing/writing processes
look like à la Humans of New York? How could such a project contribute to public
understandings of writing in terms of student beliefs, habits, failures, and successes?
How could a collective of high school + college writing teachers prompting high
school + college student writers change our conversations? How might such an
archive work to get the attention of stakeholders operating outside writing
classrooms?
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composing  a  new  community  infused  with  
bilingual,  biliterate,  and  bicultural  reali1es
amy  a.  weimer  +  j.  joy  esquierdo  +  francisco  guajardo

How  do  language,  culture,  and  iden-ty  contribute  to  a  
student’s  ability  to  learn?  And  what  is  our  responsibility  as  
educators  to  mul-lingual  students  in  our  English  
dominant  schooling  system?

Composing a New Community Infused with Bilingual, Biliterate,
and Bicultural Realities
Amy A. Weimer + J. Joy Esquierdo + Francisco Guajardo

‘‘

As I began to understand my students’ backgrounds and home
cultures by visiting their homes, driving around the colonias and
city parks, and shopping at the local supermarket, I realized
students had a wealth of knowledge and skills I needed to utilize
in the classroom to facilitate the connection between the
academic content and their community.

’’

In 2012 several colleagues from across colleges came together with a few
university deans to create the Center for Bilingual Studies at the University of
Texas-Pan American (UTPA). We volunteered to do the work of building the
Center because we believe in the purpose and goals of nurturing an institution
that promotes bilingualism through a series of partnerships with public schools,
organizations, and communities in the Rio Grande Valley of South Texas. More
importantly, this work is personal to us. We believe in the virtue of
bilingualism, appreciate the richness it has given our lives, and intend to give
shape to our emerging institution as a bilingual university. Our commitment is
born in each of our personal stories. We come from different places—Mexico,
Texas, and Colorado—but we share a collective vision engendered in each of our
life stories as we grew up in our own familial and community environments.
What follows is a manifestation of our personal stories, as much as it is
our collective vision as advocates for bilingualism. In this article we lay out a
series of arguments that point to greater social cognitive, cultural, and academic
possibilities that result from bilingualism for children and residents of the Rio
Grande Valley. We believe this is a historic moment primed to usher in a new
discourse that departs from a time that marginalized the importance of the
Spanish language in favor of English. We believe it is time to value Spanish, as
much as we value English, because they both define the bilingual, bicultural,
and binational realities of this part of the world.
Broadening Social Perspectives
[AW]
I come from a bicultural heritage. My mother grew up in the heartland
of America, a “white” farm girl with limited exposure to worldly extravagances.
She was reared in a small town, a monolingual English-speaking community.
My father was born in a camp for Mexican American coal miners into a family
rich in pride for their cultural traditions, but poor in most other ways. Spanish
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was his first language. He has recalled the challenges of learning English at
school-age and the peer rejection from non-Mexican classmates. Despite my
parents’ economic challenges, or possibly because of them, both were very
motivated to go to college to build a secured future. They worked their way
through school, and this instilled a deep sense of pride about it for them. Their
beliefs about the importance of education were imparted to me early on and I
quickly became a dedicated and driven student. Yet, as a student in suburban
Denver, Colorado, my education took place entirely in monolingual Englishspeaking classrooms, with little to no emphasis on culturally unique pedagogical
practices.
When I visited mis abuelos, my father’s mother energetically played the
accordion and guitar, singing lively traditional Spanish songs. The rhythms and
excitement of the music awakened me, but the words were lost on me. I was
endearingly called mi hijita while taught to prepare tortillas using my hands as
measuring cups, but I was too young to consider why measuring cups might
have been hard to come by for some or to recognize the importance of learning
my cultural and family customs. My grandmother envisioned that one day
these traditions and her language would be realized in her grandchildren.
Unfortunately, she passed away before this was fully achieved; and even
though I sensed a longing to connect with this part of my heritage, my minimal
extracurricular Spanish lessons were too basic, too infrequent, and too
inconsequential for the language to take hold in me. My father was fluent in
Spanish (and graduate school-educated in English), but he emphasized learning
math, reading, and writing much more so than acquiring a second language.
These were the subjects that comprised our report cards. It wasn’t until years
later when I took Spanish as a foreign language requirement that I truly knew
what I had missed because I hadn’t learned Spanish well as a child. There, I
immediately recognized that my bilingual classmates were advantaged. I began
to wonder how being able to navigate two social worlds and converse with
others with diverse perspectives shaped one’s social values and affected
perceptions.
I came to the Rio Grande Valley in 2006 and began research on bilingual
children. My work is premised on existing evidence of social cognitive
advantages among bilingual children. I study the development of theory of
mind, which refers to a kind of folk psychology: an understanding that people's
mental states (desires, thoughts, beliefs) can be used to predict their behavior.
Given that bilinguals have the ability to interact with a diverse range of others,
perhaps they have more unique types of exposure to the connection between
mental states and actions, which provides them increased insight about how
thoughts and behavior relate. While many questions remain regarding bilingual
children’s development, some research has pointed in the direction of cognitive
advantages. Bilinguals are constantly inhibiting one language while using the
other. This has been shown to afford bilinguals improved abilities on some social
cognitive tasks (Goetz, 2003; Kovacs, 2009). For example, Rubio-Fernandez, and
Glucksberg (2012) have suggested that bilingual adults show an early
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sociolinguistic sensitivity and have enhanced executive control that likely
contributes to their improved reasoning abilities. Importantly, though, there are
many variables to consider when studying bilinguals, including the individual’s
language dominance (i.e., some individuals have a balanced proficiency in both
languages, while others are better in one or the other) and other sociocultural
contextual factors. Not all bilingual children are alike. The Rio Grande Valley
offers great promise for studying a diverse range of bilingual children. Through
the establishment of the Center for Bilingual Studies, we hope to support and
extend research in this area. We also hope to inform educational policies and
practices across a range of educational contexts and inform the community
about the benefits of developing bilingual, biliterate, and bicultural learners.

Preserving Familial and Cultural Identity
[FG]
I was born in Mexico to a father who went to the fourth grade in rural
Mexico and a mother who also grew up in rural Mexico. There was no school
close to her village, so she received no formal schooling. They raised four boys
who they brought to the US as young children and would offer them the
opportunities of a public education in their new country. All four graduated
from college, three even earned PhDs, while the fourth opted out of a doctoral
program because he preferred to work in the corporate world—in short, to make
some money.
My parents put us through a most effective college preparation program
defined by goals, timelines, and outcomes. The goals consisted of loving us every
day, feeding and clothing us as best as they could, and ensuring we knew who
we were as cultural beings and as members of the family. The timelines were
informed by targeting high school graduation as an important achievement,
and then supporting us morally and in any other way they could after high
school. Papi and Mami had no clue what a university was about or how to
prepare for it academically. They simply knew that if they exercised
unmitigated emotional and parental support, somehow their boys would figure
it out. And we did.
The outcomes my parents laid out for us included that they wanted
doctors. That’s what my father said to a friend of his when my oldest brother
Pepe was a baby. “Mi hijo Pepe va hacer doctor,” is what he told his compadre. It
was a story my father would tell and retell as he and my mother raised us with
a healthy dose of stories. This was a key story because Pepe eventually earned
his doctorate, as did two of his younger brothers, Miguel and me, because it was
the dream of my father and my mother. The story of the “doctor,” and all other
stories with which my parents raised us, were told in Spanish, my parents’
native tongue, and the only language they knew. It was the language that
shaped us as cultural beings, and it was the language that gave us a sense of
identity as both Mexicanos and Americans.
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For my brothers and me, Spanish was the language that defined our
personal and familial identity. When I went to kindergarten, Mrs. Martinez
“baptized” me as “Frankie,” and every teacher thereafter called me Frankie or
Frank until the day I graduated from Edcouch-Elsa High School in Elsa, Texas.
In my kinder report card, Mrs. Martinez wrote, “Frankie did not know English
at all, but is doing fairly well.” I did well as a kid and was prepared for school
through a set of informal activities at home where there was ample
conversation, plática, and storytelling. It was all done in Spanish, as far as any of
us recall. When I landed at Edcouch Elementary School in the fall of 1970, the
impact of the Bilingual Education Act of 1968 was about to make its way into
my school. Fortunately for me, the original emphasis of this new school reform
encouraged schools to use children’s native tongue to help them understand
academic content, but also to help them find their way in school as cultural
beings. While Mrs. Martinez Anglicized my name, she also validated my
existence as a Mexican boy who spoke pretty good Spanish. Years later, she
would share with me that she didn’t know what she was doing with the new
bilingual education mandates, but that she at least felt relieved that she could
communicate with her children in Spanish. “That was so important,” she said.
After kinder, I lived a life of multiple identities, as many of my
classmates and contemporaries did. Language was important to us as kids
because through Spanish we respected our parents and maintained meaningful
lives with them, just as we used English to negotiate school work and other
functions at the school house, which included the important work of playing
sports and doing other extracurricular activities. Much of our social life was
executed through a fascinating combination of un poquito de inglés, un poquito
de español, y mucho combination vernacular. We could hold a conversation
with relatives, all in Spanish, and we tried to hold all English conversations with
teachers and other adults at school; the all English was more challenging at that
time. We frequently pushed the envelope on language ingenuity, as my friends
and I created new words to mean things people from other places simply
wouldn’t understand. I recall that as an undergraduate student at the University
of Texas at Austin, as I quarterbacked an intramural flag football team of almost
all Edcouch-Elsa alumni, I called the plays at the line of scrimmage in a pidgin
language that most “white” opponents simply could not understand. A defensive
player once remarked, “Hey, I’m taking first year Spanish. What they’re saying
sounds nothing like what I’m studying!”
Spanish was our language for self-identity. English was our language of
self-identity. Both were equally important. We realized that, even built our own
high school and undergraduate communities through that understanding, but
the institutions didn’t seem to quite get that. Our language and cultural power
were primarily wielded in our informal activities; the formal institutions lagged
behind our innovation and ingenuity. Our language was fluid, helped us get
through college, and even positioned us to be gainfully employed. The places of
employment, in our case the schools, did not fully appreciate the value of our
language and cultural realities.
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When I became a high school language arts and social studies teacher, I
encouraged my students to explore their language, their stories, and their
identities. Early in my career I did this through English and Social Studies
classes as we studied important literary work and important events in the
chronicle of this country. But I also quickly found a relative disconnect between
the lived experiences of my students and the language, geographies, and values
that informed the literary canon of the Western World and celebrated
historical events and characters. I often saw students frustrated, even
disengaged, when discussing Chaucer, Shakespeare, or Faulkner, but they
seemed more closely engaged when talking about their family stories. So I
created lessons where they explored their stories, their own languages. Writing
then became an easier exercise. When they wrote about their own stories, they
tended to find their voices, and in due time, their stories became the new texts.
Their narratives became important documents that explored family stories and
that helped students find their personal and cultural identities. Once I had them
hooked, we then moved on to Shakespeare.
Coming together with colleagues from UTPA who cared to examine
what happens when language, identity, culture, and academic development
converge was exciting. While our personal narratives might appear divergent,
they each explore language as a critical variable in our academic, cultural, or
even political development. We come to this place with the singleminded vision
of helping children, families, and communities find ways to respect and value
their native tongue as they find effective ways to build the skills to lead
productive lives in this society. Finding such colleagues made it easier to commit
to this work through formalizing the Center for Bilingual Studies.

Navigating Academic Worlds
[JE]
I was born in Weslaco, Texas, to young parents born and raised in the
Rio Grande Valley. My mother was nineteen years old when she had me and
had no intention of going to college. My father was twenty-one and had joined
the US Navy where he was stationed in San Diego, California, and had the
opportunity to travel the world. Before I was born, both my parents worked the
fields picking cotton, onions, cucumbers, and other local crops. My father grew
up as a migrant worker; he and his family traveled north to work the fields in
Michigan, Wisconsin, and California. They both attended and graduated from
Edcouch-Elsa High School, as did my brother, two younger sisters, and I. My
mother’s parents were Texas born and raised. My grandfather Andrés was a
proud World War II veteran who never missed an opportunity to share his war
stories. My grandmother Alicia was mainly a stay-home mom who worked
briefly in a retirement home in the Delta Lake area, a place just north of Elsa.
Both my grandparents spoke to their children and grandchildren mostly in
English, with just a sprinkle of Spanish. My paternal grandmother Guadalupe
was also Texas born and raised, widowed in her early thirties, and raised nine
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children by herself. She was a talented cook, known for her tacos de frijoles. She
was the only close relative who spoke Spanish in my family, although she could
understand English quite well. None of my grandparents reached middle school,
but they were bien educados and great leaders in their family.
My parents grew up in the midst of the 1960s and count the Civil Rights
Movement as influential in their lives. Equally influential was the
discrimination they experienced in school. They faced numerous academic
barriers, were punished for speaking Spanish, and were often ridiculed for
being Mexican American. My father occasionally spoke of the Edcouch-Elsa
High School walkout of 1968. E-E High School students organized a student
walkout to protest discrimination and the prohibition of the use of Spanish on
school grounds. He recalls watching the protesting students through a
classroom window; he regretfully did not participate in the walkout. He said
that although he supported the reasons for the walkout, he didn’t want to give
the school administration any reason to keep him from graduating from high
school. He was determined to be the first in his family to graduate, which he did
successfully.
My father continued his schooling, though with deliberate speed, mostly
because he was raising a family. Twenty-four years after high school
graduation, he became the first, and only, in his family to complete a university
degree. His graduation was one semester before my own university graduation.
I asked him to delay his graduation one semester so that we could graduate
together, but he replied, “Mija, I need to finish before any of my children . . .
that’s important to me.” Education was at the heart of our family. My parents
raised us with the expectation of attaining our college degrees. They supported
this expectation by participating in school events, helping us with our
schoolwork, and speaking to us mainly in English, which they believed would
ensure our path to academic success. This was based on their personal and often
painful experience with language. Unfortunately, we didn’t grow up with a
strong mastery of the Spanish language—academic or otherwise.
I entered elementary school as an English dominant student, so I did not
receive any academic instruction in Spanish. I would hear Spanish on the
playground and on the school bus, but I spoke only English with my teachers
and most of my friends. My family attended a community church where I
learned how to read and communicate in Spanish. With the influence of the
community, I developed basic Spanish skills that allowed me to navigate in my
bilingual/bicultural community.
Although I grew up in a bilingual/bicultural community, I had not given
the impact of language and culture on my life much consideration. When my
mother became a bilingual education teacher, she began to understand the
importance of acknowledging and appreciating students’ home language and
culture, something that had been denied to her parents and herself. That
emerging consciousness poured into our home. As I watched her prepare for
her lessons, I became curious about language and culturally relevant literature. I
started to read more Spanish material and communicated with my
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grandparents in Spanish, even if my grandfather continued to speak to me
mostly in English. I was trying to practice the language we had been denied.
When I attended the University of Michigan at the age of eighteen, I
realized I was part of a minority group. It was a strange feeling because,
growing up in a largely Mexican American community, I hadn’t felt the
discrimination or struggles, in part because my parents had shielded us from
those experiences. My parents spoke to us in the dominant language (aside from
the casual code-switching), gave me an “American” name, and the school system
grouped me with students of the same academic and linguistic ability, which
meant I only had class with the same students throughout middle and high
school. Most of my extracurricular activities were also with the same group of
students (cheerleading, student council, etc.). My interactions with other
students outside that group were limited to lunch and recess. Although this
sheltering had good intentions, I now feel that I missed out on an authentic
cultural upbringing.
I began my career as a bilingual education teacher in a rural community
right on the US-Mexican border. The initial six weeks of instruction awakened
me to the significant mismatch between home and school culture for many
students who didn’t have a similar, sheltered upbringing as I and other teachers
had experienced. The false assumption that all students from the Rio Grande
Valley share identical experiences and background guided me to deliver
instruction using methods of deficit thinking and remedial teaching. The school
approached teaching with a need to help children “catch up.” Banks (2006)
advises teachers they must be cautious on how they classify students’ cultural
experiences. Not all cultural, familial experiences are the same within a cultural
“brand.” As I began to understand my students’ backgrounds and home cultures
by visiting their homes, driving around the colonias and city parks, and
shopping at the local supermarket, I realized students had a wealth of
knowledge and skills I needed to utilize in the classroom to facilitate the
connection between the academic content and their community. Later, I learned
this wealth in students had been studied and described as their "funds of
knowledge” (Gonzalez, Moll, & Amanti, 2005).
Although most teachers on that campus cared deeply about student
success, the structure of the school’s Early-Exit Transitional Bilingual Education
Program supported the development of limited bilinguals. Limited bilinguals are
students with a low level of academic proficiency in both languages who
subsequently struggle to perform well academically (Cummins, 1984). The low
level of language proficiency is a result of a student’s inability to develop his/her
native language to a particular academic level before transitioning to an all
English classroom setting, not a reflection of a student’s potential to learn
academic content. As a third grade teacher, most of my students struggled to
learn academic content in English, largely because of their underdeveloped
English literacy levels, but they had also not developed the literacy skills in
Spanish to learn the material in Spanish. They were caught between two
linguistic worlds without the proper skills to navigate through either.
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I remember hearing teachers advise parents against speaking to their
children in Spanish, watching Spanish movies, and listening to Spanish music
on the radio in order to “help” their children achieve English proficiency.
Wanting to do what was best for their children, parents would agree to try their
best to conform to those expectations. As a novice to the field of bilingual
education, I felt I needed to become better informed on how to effectively
address the needs of my students. What I witnessed happening in the school did
not match what I had learned at the university, nor did it feel fair to the
students and their families. Therefore, I pursued a master’s degree and a
doctorate in bilingual/bicultural education.
Now, as a parent of two young boys, I have made great efforts to ensure
their bilingualism, biliteracy, and biculturalism. This journey has not been easy.
Some of my aunts and cousins question why I speak to them in Spanish saying,
“They’re going to be behind in school because you speak to them in Spanish.” I
try to explain the benefits of balanced bilinguals, children that can function
academically, at grade-level, in two languages equally (Cummins, 1984).
However, their personal experiences in school overpower my explanations.
They remember being punished for speaking Spanish; they remember being
ridiculed in school. They didn’t want the same fate for my children. My work at
the university and with public schools focuses on providing a rigorous,
inclusive, and supportive bilingual education for all students, especially
Spanish-speaking students. Although initially Spanish was not part of my selfidentity, I have evolved into a bilingual/bicultural person that advocates the
same opportunity for bilingual children and parents.
There have been a number of scholarly articles and research studies
demonstrating the academic benefits of bilingualism and biliteracy. One highly
cited study is that of Thomas and Collier (2002). This study validated the
academic outcomes of additive bilingual programs (Two-Way Dual Language
and One-Way Dual Language) compared to subtractive bilingual programs
(Early and Late-Exit Transitional, Content-Based ESL, ESL Pull-Out). The
student groups in the additive programs not only closed the well-documented
achievement gap of minority language students, but they outperformed nativeEnglish students in English assessments. Despite this and other research
studies, only three of the twenty-nine school districts in the Rio Grande Valley
implement an additive, dual language program at the elementary level (one
district implements dual language PK-12 grade) to date. Over ninety-five percent
of the other school districts use an early-exit transitional bilingual program
(PEIMS Report, 2012). It is evident that there is a great need for deep,
meaningful conversations between researchers, educators, families, and
community members involving effective educational practices for students in
the Rio Grande Valley. The Center for Bilingual Studies has organized such
conversations with educational stakeholders since its inception, and more are
being planned.
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Bridging across Educational Levels
The Center for Bilingual Studies has held several successful sessions that
engaged an audience in an organic conversation surrounding issues in bilingual
education. For example, the Center hosted a Community Learning Exchange in
February 2013 that brought together members from local school districts to
have conversations about their respective bilingual education programs.
Community Learning Exchanges are networks of people, organizations, and
communities who come together to share their wisdom and collective
leadership approaches to better address critical social issues. They are an
effective method of developing trust among participants, engaging learners
around shared interests, and problem solving collectively.
Our Learning Exchange on bilingual education brought together the
voices of business owners, non-profit service providers, educators at all levels,
parents, and administrators. Importantly, the process is designed as a learning
opportunity for all, not one in which there is a clear teacher restricting
discourse. The Exchange we held was a transformative occasion for
participants, with some indicating that this was the most meaningful
professional development opportunity they had attended. We plan to continue
these exchanges to increase conversations on these important issues.

Bridging across History
We are the composite of our life stories, and as expressive beings, we are
similarly the sum of our language experiences. An important value of the
Center for Bilingual Studies is to learn from the wisdom and stories of elders,
and through the early work of the Center we have engaged community elders
through an oral history project. The goal is to learn the history of language
experiences in the region through the stories of elders. During the first year of
the oral history work, we called on educators who pioneered bilingual education
programs in South Texas public schools to share stories about their early
childhood experiences in schools and about their work as bilingual education
teachers, administrators, and advocates. Typically they shared their oral
histories as they sat sat with students and faculty interviewers in the Center’s
interview studio. Students and faculty members asked questions, and the elders
told stories about language use, about bilingual education, and about the history
of communities and schools of the region.
The stories have been riveting, and often poignant. Most of the elders
have told stories confirming what education historians describe as a history of
language oppression (Blanton, 2004; San Miguel, 2004). One elder said, “I was
confused why we were spanked for speaking our native tongue in schools. For
many of us it was the only language we knew” (Guajardo, 2013). Children
punished for speaking Spanish in school is a common story in the chronicle of
the Rio Grande Valley, and the practice has had a lasting impact on the region.
Elders have pointed out that parents often raise their children to learn only
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English because they don’t want their children to suffer language oppression as
they did. The elders tell these stories with great regret, but they also tell stories
of their desire for justice, fairness, and for just a little humanity, particularly
regarding how schools dealt with them as Mexican American children who
spoke Spanish. Though the stories were often haunting, they also described the
powerful agency they had as adults who were driven to make things right.
That’s what we want. We want to make things right for our children, their
families, and communities. We want to nurture and participate in an
environment that values a child's native language, whatever that language may
be, and we want to do that by starting with our own stories. We need to be
introspective before we delve into the stories of others. We invite you to do the
same, and to view our Oral History Series.

‘‘

’’

The low level of language proficiency is a result of a student’s
ability to develop his/her native language to a particular
academic level before transitioning to an all English classroom
setting, not a reflection of a student’s potential to learn academic
content.
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Artifact in Action 2 . Writing a Linguistic Autobiography
Amy A. Weimer
Increased discussion about bilingual and biliterate instruction
are needed among educators at all levels. Ideally, bilingual
learners can be supported from birth into adulthood, but this
will require much more communication among educators than
is happening now. To take a deep look into an idealistic future,
though, requires first reflecting on our past.
In the past, bilingual learners were ridiculed for their lack of Englishspeaking abilities. Oral histories from elders reveal that hurtful verbal and
physical abuse by peers and school personnel endured during childhood has
had lasting effects. These storytellers describe a time only a generation ago
when principals would spank children for speaking Spanish in the hallways or
playground at school, teachers watered down content for any of the Spanish
speaking children, despite their propensity for achievement, and Pan American
University required students with strong Spanish accents to take English
language assessments prior to admission. In one compelling tale, a student
recalled being asked to change his name so that it might “sound more American”
and be more easily pronounced, save nothing of his identity.
Presently, it is clear that we have progressed since those times, but the
memories still sting in the hearts and minds of grandparents and parents who
face the challenges of embracing a new way of educating that includes
celebrating heritage language and traditions. Not surprisingly, some cannot
accept this new approach and therefore resist practices of teaching content in
both languages, despite mounting evidence of its effectiveness. We must
consider this when engaging in discourse about the future of bilingualism in
our community. Many current decision-makers about bilingual education in
South Texas’ Rio Grande Valley have deeply held beliefs. Our discussions need
to be gentle but provocative two-way conversations during which we each
listen and learn from one another. By convening a community of educators, our
Center for Bilingual Studies has made progress. Several school districts have
taken steps toward implementing curriculum and instructional approaches that
have proven effectiveness for bilingual learners and more are eager.
In the future, we envision a community like what we have seen in
Ottawa (a bilingual English/French Canadian city), but that celebrates our own
cultural heritage, language, and families. We look to a day when monolingual
freshmen can enter the new UTRGV (opening its doors in fall 2015) and
matriculate as fully bilingual, biliterate individuals, empowered with the
cognitive, academic, and comprehensive skills necessary to compete globally.
We have been inspired by Ottawa, where schools offer eighty percent of
courses in both languages, allow students to submit assignments and exams in
either language, and celebrate the bicultural heritage of the region. Yet we
realize that to feed the university we envision, we must refine the surrounding
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community of learners. Several strategies have proven effective in higher
education from which we can draw.
In our own classrooms, we have seen the usefulness of providing
culturally-affirming curriculum, encouraging students to speak Spanish during
cooperative learning peer group activities and/or formal presentations, and
requiring service learning activities that embed students within our bilingual
community so that they can not only apply learned content to practical
application, but gain knowledge from community members and experiences
that could never have been acquired in the classroom. For example, ten to
twelve psychology students presented a formal research symposium about a
study they conducted on bilingual children’s academic success. After this talk,
many of the audience members began a discussion about their own experiences
acquiring language(s) in the Valley. It led to the development of a classroom
assignment for psychology students requiring students to write their own
linguistic autobiography, reflecting on the challenges and advantages of
teaching bilingual learners.

Assignment(s)
Reflect on and detail your experiences with language acquisition.
Describe the types of (language) instruction you’ve had and the feelings you
developed during interactions with teachers, school staff, and peers at school
about the use of language. If you’re monolingual, reflect on what it might be like
to acquire a second language. If you’re bilingual (or multilingual), how has your
understanding of multiple languages shaped your perspective. Finally, try to
connect your experiences with topics in child development from our class.
What insights do you reach about how cultural context shapes language
development?
.
While this assignment was specifically designed for a child development
course for college-students in psychology, it could easily be modified to fit other
classrooms and to meet a variety of levels of learners. Other potential
assignments include keeping an on-going assessment or diary of languages
experiences, interviewing elders in the community to gain an oral history of
their experiences regarding language acquisition, and developing a research
paradigm for investigating language acquisition in bilingual children.
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double  play:  notes  from  a  high  school  
english  professor
john  skarl

How  can  dual  enrollment  teachers  navigate  between  the  
requirements,  needs,  and  challenges  of  both  their  high  
school  and  college  classrooms—with  students  that  are  
also  both  in  high  school  and  college?

Double Play: Notes From a High School English Professor
John Skarl

‘‘

’’

While teaching dual credit, I have often been confronted with
the dilemma of how to see the course: is it high school, is it
college? Obviously it’s both, but how to cope with that duality is
anything but obvious.

My perception is that high school students live bat-like in a jungle of
Vines, Tweets, Snapchats, Facebook walls, and YouTube streams. College, on the
other hand, appears to be a city of sparkling complexity boasting crystal
etchings designed to capture the light of a higher truth. While modern
universities may not eschew the kitschier side of Web 2.0, they seem to aspire
to be above it all. As I see it, dual credit instructors are the anthropologists:
interlopers between cultures. The key to being successful in this hybrid
environment relies on the trick of navigating both worlds. One way of doing
this is to use modern media to inspire reading and writing.

YouTube is Not a Bad Thing
Using modern media to inspire sociocultural literacy was an important
strategy of mine this past semester using Writing and Reading Across the
Curriculum (12th edition) in my English 161 class. I helped my students learn to
analyze by critiquing modern ads in print, online, and on YouTube through the
lens Jib Fowles provides in his article “Advertising’s Fifteen Basic Appeals.” It
was also interesting to watch female students become empowered through Jean
Kilbourne’s fourth lecture in the Killing Us Softly series, accessed through
Vimeo, to create intelligent and wonderfully indignant critiques of sexism and
deception in the industry with questions like, “What can be done to help the
woman in her late twenties who has tried every diet from asparagus-only to
zero-carbs and has a two foot tall basket full of self-help magazines, books, and
articles in her bedroom?” After a few weeks of study, my Google Drive inbox
was filled with essays with titles like, “Is She as Pretty as I Think?”; “Advertising
and Rape Culture”; and “Barbie: The Evil Behind the Plastic.”
Students couldn’t believe we got to watch commercials during class.
YouTube was a valuable resource, although, I admit, I have not always felt this
way. In fact, I have ranted about how modern media is destroying our ability to
concentrate. But as I watched my students view a familiar object like the “Hump
Day” Geico ad through an analytical lens and to begin peeling layers of humor, I
became a believer that YouTube can actually aid one in teaching concentration.
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Please consider the following passage taken from a student essay:
The outer paper layer is the pun of Wednesday being known as Hump
Day and the humps that are on camels. The second layer is the general
absurdity of there being a talking animal. The third level is the
juxtaposition of the dirty, chaotic animal being placed in a clean, quiet
business place. The fourth and the final level is the dichotomy of the
camel being the symbol of the Middle East, and putting the voice of an
American “frat boy” with it. All of these elements are factors of this
particular advertisement’s success. (Chrisman)
In a recent conversation with Jennifer Young, composition director at The
University of Akron and PhD candidate at Case Western Reserve, I asked her
thoughts about using media to inspire writing. “I use media extensively, and I'm
not even sure how I'd teach without it anymore . . . . I think we're now living in a
world in which it would be incredibly difficult if not maybe even a little
backward to teach without incorporating media.” So it is with a deep pride that I
reflect on those moments I shared with my students, weeping over the
“Origami” ad for Extra chewing gum, laughing at the low-budget magic of Chuck
Testa Taxidermy, or feeling like a Swiffer ad could help us understand the
meaning of love.

Share Your #Selfies
This fall I was asked to mentor a young woman looking to start a career
in teaching. The prospect of being a formative influence was exhilarating to me,
but equally daunting was the suspicion that she would interpret my
involvement with the recent state mandated teacher evaluation system, along
with the tough-guy veneer that I have cultivated over the last twelve years, to
mean that teaching had warped me into the worst kind of pedant; that my
propensity to stroke my beard in lieu of offering any practical explanations
would be beyond frustrating. I’m glad to say she was tolerant of mandated
pedantry, saw through the peeling veneer, waited out my bearding, and had a
lot of success with the students. Of course, like a magnifying glass, I was only
able to help make clearer for her the teacher characteristics (intelligence, drive,
thoughtfulness) that she already possessed.
The experience focused my own thoughts on how and why I teach, and
this focus leads me to consider my own mentors: my high school AP English
teacher, grey headed and wise, suffering from the pain of fibromyalgia, and able
to speak at length on nearly any literary event as long as it happened at least
two centuries ago; my creative writing mentor in college, grey headed and wise,
suffering from an acute case of reality, and able to speak at length on anything
as long as it happened at UC Berkeley or the writer’s workshop at the University
of Iowa. In reality, I do them a disservice by introducing them in this way: they
were both wonderful teachers, but like the rest of us, not without their
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idiosyncrasies. The attempt to give my own students what my mentors gave me
is one of the driving forces behind my work, and though I could go on imitating
them until I am grey headed, I do not think this will make me wise.
The digital technology boom was just starting to influence my schooling,
so my mentor teachers existed mostly outside of this sphere. Regardless, they
seemed to have wonderful rapport with both students and staff, and that
renown came with a kind of familiarity. Apparently, one way of enjoying a long
teaching career is to be familiar with students’ lives outside of the classroom
while earning their respect inside it. Familiarity may stem from the students’
perception of their instructors as unpretentious navigators amidst the jungle of
social media in which many of them live. It may also stem simply from
accessibility. I feel this is true at both the high school and college level.
Brad Palmer is a full time professor of communications at Stark State
Community College where he teaches both introductory and upper level
courses. Here he shares some thoughts about rapport: “No two students are the
same and understanding the diversity and values of our students is an
important way to reach them . . . I make myself available to my students
whenever they need.”
My creative writing mentor, Mr. Bob Pope, is a college professor with an
MFA from the University of Iowa Writer’s Workshop, and despite the fact that
he has worked with the likes of Joan Didion and John Irving, one of my fondest
memories is cracking fart jokes with him in an online chat room for our class.
He has published in The Atlantic, but would grab a coffee with us to go over
sentence structure. Like Brad Palmer, he worked hard at being both accessible
and unpretentious, and it made a big difference in the lives of his students.
My high school AP English teacher, Mrs. Margaret Ellis, was a classical
scholar, but she wrote her home phone number on the chalkboard in case we
needed her; she was married to a pastor, yet the giddy charm of a schoolgirl
would come over her whenever we read anything to do with sex, which was
often with the Romantics, and it transformed her into something that was
wholly human.
These teachers were both capable of winning deep respect within the
classroom, but they always took the time to be familiar with students outside
the classroom, and they never failed to communicate their humanity in a way
that was more profound than other, less involved teachers. Recently, I taught a
mini-lesson on satire in which students were asked to identify the elements of
ridicule and caricature in the pop single “#Selfie” while a handful of my own
embarrassing duckface selfies played as a slideshow. Meanwhile, I hypocritically
lectured them on the superficial culture social networking has spawned.
Profound? I don’t know. But I hope they appreciate this stuff. I really do.
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From Once Upon a Time to Happily Ever After
There is a kind of communication in teaching that is, at its best, familial.
When I attempt to simply summarize the process of how I direct curriculum, I
am often at a loss. This is due to the students and their changing needs. This
past semester I was confronted with some challenges in the classroom. One
section of English 161 contained twenty-three females. These young ladies, I
found, “got it” a lot quicker and more profoundly than some of my male students
—they also loved glitter. And glitter gets on everything. Inevitably it gets on
your fingers, and then your face. At best, people think you’ve been crying; at
worst it looks like remnants from an evening of cross-dressing. These were my
thoughts as the class spokeswoman, who just so happened to also be the
principal’s daughter, revealed her love for Disney and all things “princess.” I am
of the opinion that Disney reinforces the worst kind of gender stereotyping,
ruins world culture by trading traditional storylines for marketability, and
coddles our youth by ignoring the elements of horror vital to its subject matter.
That, and I don’t do musicals. I just don’t. Regardless, a love for Disney began to
rear its terrible head in my classroom and I had no idea how to deal with it.
In the meantime a female student revealed to me her personal struggle
with anti-depressants. I urged her to write about her experiences. This was
good. I hoped to do better. The next week we began the unit in Writing and
Reading Across the Curriculum titled “The Pursuit of Happiness.” The first thing I
did was type out The Compact Oxford English Dictionary (2nd edition) definition of
“happy”; it presents a seven-layer definition of how to arrive at happy, in which
teenagers read the following three suggestions: chance, death, or drugs and
alcohol. After some dark laughter we focused on the aspect they overlooked:
satisfaction. The fourth layer of this definition led us into our classroom pursuit
of happiness, which dealt with distinguishing between what makes us feel good
versus what brings us satisfaction, and learning to appreciate the difference.
We read a lot of the articles in Writing and Reading Across the Curriculum,
viewed a few TEDtalks, learned about Bhutan, pig-happiness, delved into what
the Greeks had to say, and after all of that, still could not agree upon whether
happiness was real or a social construct. I asked them, in the spirit of the
Buddhists, to compile four noble truths of happiness and then lay out their
eightfold path. It was a fulfilling experiment, and it brought us to our next
subject: the tale that often ends with “happily ever after.” The idea was to
critique the notion of happiness presented in different versions of fairy tales.
Writing and Reading Across the Curriculum, contains a unit on Cinderella.
With a lot of help and encouragement from my female student teacher, I
decided to brave the subject with a group of self-avowed Disney Princesses.
Some of them were actually named after them! Regardless, I plunged ahead
with as much tact as I could muster and asked the queen of the princesses what
she thought of David Trumble’s portrayal of courageous women like Ann Frank
and Ruth Bader Ginsburg as Disney Princesses. I gave her two articles from offline: one from The Christian Science Monitor that interpreted the comparison as
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satire, and one from The Atlantic, suggesting that the women Trumble portrays
have earned their glitter, and interpreted the treatment as praise. I sort of
expected her to side with the piece in The Atlantic, but to my surprise, she
expressed an appreciation for the satirical nature of Trumble’s work, and his
attempt to highlight a “culture of absurdity.” My goal was to help provide a
framework in which we could be critical of Cinderella as a role model for girls
and I feel like this was an important first step. We went on to compare Disney
versions of fairy tales to their more original counterparts, and to ask ourselves:
what kind of “princess” do we respect?
It turns out my class of Disney Princesses were ruthless critics of passive
heroines; one students’ criticism of Disney itself could be said to have surpassed
my own in an essay titled “Mulan and the Disney Filter” in which she
highlighted Disney’s “irreverence” toward “precious treasures of world culture”
in their retelling of “The Ballad of Mulan.” My students became even more
sensitive toward notions of happiness in fairy tales. Take this sentence from the
aforementioned essay: “After she [Mulan] defeats a powerful enemy and saves
all of China, at the end of the day, Disney still quietly shows that she needs a
man to complete her happily-ever-after.” After a quick jaunt through Oedipus
Rex, I’m sure some were convinced they should “count no man happy till he dies,
free of pain at last.” Luckily we didn’t stop there, and Antigone offered us a
portrait of a heroine with some redeemable qualities.
From there, a mandatory high school unit on resume writing compelled
us toward a small unit on the world of work featuring a lot of print selections
from Studs Terkel’s Working, words from Mike Rowe in his TEDtalk “Learning
from Dirty Jobs,” and a good chunk of the Harlan County, USA documentary,
(both accessed through YouTube). I began to grow puzzled how to bring the
semester to meaningful culmination. Although I didn’t realize it during
something like our forty-sixth viewing, it was lucky that my hulk of a threeyear-old son had become obsessed with his film counterpart, Ralph, from the
Disney film Wreck-It Ralph.
It turns out that this Disney movie allows for some really great
commentary on all of the topics we had been studying. It contains a few of the
important themes from Sophocles including the Apollonian and Dionysian
conflict, and a fate versus free will debate. And there are no musical numbers.
However, is it a fairy tale? This was one of the richest conversations we could
never seem to agree upon. Finally, what does the film say about the nature of
happiness? The world of work? I provided formative assessment questions that
lead to some great writing and discussion. I began to identify with Ralph as a
seeker and mentor to a room full of precocious females at the beginning of their
collegiate journey. The ending of that movie always brings a tear.
Who knows, it may have just been a bit of glitter on my face.
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Postscript: Real College?
While teaching dual credit, I have often been confronted with the
dilemma of how to see the course: is it high school, is it college? Obviously it’s
both, but how to cope with that duality is anything but obvious. My syllabus
contains the following passage, which I emphasize on day one: “Because you are
a registered high school student and a registered college student, you are subject
to the policies of both institutions. This should impress upon you the high
standard of personal integrity the adults in these institutions expect in
exchange for the privilege of taking this course.” The administration does a great
job explaining that dual credit is college to qualifying students, and that
students must be prepared to pay for the course if they are not able to earn a
passing grade. I am urged to have students sign over their FERPA rights the first
week of the course for a few reasons: (1) Parents are able to access student
grades electronically at my school, which technically violates FERPA, and (2) so I
can discuss student progress with parents during conference time and on an asneeded basis. Perhaps because of my willingness to remain accessible in this
hybrid environment, I have experienced the opinion from at least one parent
that dual credit isn’t “real” college. As a side note, I would bet this person often
gruffly uses the expression “the real world.” As a fiction writer, I spend a good
amount of time wondering what is real, and college has not been an exception.
What is “real” college? As a college student myself, I chose to attend a local
university and hold a job while I commuted to and from campus. I am sure
many of my friends who went away to school, lived on campus and participated
in any number of enrichment opportunities probably question whether or not I
went to “real” college. Thankfully, I have a real degree that has afforded me real
opportunity in the real world.
I think many young people associate “college” with a lot of the freedoms
that becoming a legal adult brings: a kind of cultural coming-of-age experience.
There is, I suppose, nothing Animal House in this sense, about dual credit. Dual
credit is an incredibly convenient option. Students don’t have to leave their high
school. They don’t have to purchase textbooks. Their parents are there if
necessary, therefore it could easily blend into just another high school class. In
fact a former student unknowingly repeated the dual credit courses she had
taken with me when she got to her version of “real” college. What kind of
impact am I having? I wonder this often.
I see dual credit as more like college with training wheels, I guess. I get a
chance to tell my students stories about my own college experience, and often
kid them that if I want to truly prepare them I must be meaner than the
meanest professor I ever had, who just so happened to use his own four-point
grading scale, in which 97-100 was an A, and so on. The truth is that I use two
separate weighted scales for my dual credit students: one is a total point system,
which ends up as their high school grade, and one is based ninety percent upon
their formal compositions, which becomes their college grade. Because I see my
students much more often than a university professor would, and therefore we
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complete more formative assessments, I have to get creative in how I reflect
summative college level assessment, and having two grading scales really helps.
Ultimately, I just love to teach. I see it as a calling, a mode of expression,
and an art form all rolled into one. At the 2012 Ohio Dual Credit Conference in
Columbus, I heard many opinions about dual credit: some called it social justice;
the assistant to the Chancellor of Education framed it as a way to bolster the
state economy through inspiring greater collegiate retention rates; I have been
grateful to experience it as an odd yet enchanted forum that allows me to
impact student awareness of the world around them, with the hope of
positively influencing decisions students make as they enter adulthood. I take
pride in helping to focus the way they think. Am I sad that more people don’t
see dual credit as real college, or take what I do for a living more seriously?
Sometimes. But when I get an email or a visit from a student that has moved on
to The Ohio State University, or even The University of Akron, I really relish
the thought that it all started in my classroom.

‘‘

’’

think many young people associate “college” with a lot of the
freedoms that becoming a legal adult brings: a kind of cultural
coming-of-age experience.
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Artifact in Action 3 . Wreck-It Ralph as Critical Lens
John Skarl
Wreck-It Ralph as It Relates to the Greeks
[during/after reading and watching]
1. Analyze, using information regarding the Apollonian/
Dionysian conflict, the characters of Ralph, Felix, and King
Candy.

2. Critique the use of the idea of the fate versus free will puzzle in the plot line
of Wreck-It Ralph. (Be sure to especially consider the characters of Ralph,
Felix, and Calhoun.) “Some are born to win/some are born to lose/some are
born to sing the blues.”
3. Compare the following characters: Vanellope to Antigone, Ralph to Oedipus.
4. Compare King Candy to Creon. What do their stories individually teach us
about the nature of power?
[after watching]
5. What is King Candy’s hamartia? Why?
6. Identify the moment of anagnorisis in Wreck-It Ralph. Is there a moment of
parapatia?

Wreck-It Ralph as It Relates to Fairy Tales
[during reading and watching]
1. Is Wreck-It Ralph a “fairy tale” according to our understanding of the patterns,
conventions, and Tatar’s definitions of fairy tale?
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[after reading and watching]
2. Critique Vanellope Von Shweetz’s standing among other Disney princesses
and argue whether or not you think she officially deserves a place in their
ranks. (Official Disney princesses: Aurora, Cinderella, Rapunzel, Belle, Tiana,
Pocahontas, Mulan, Ariel, Jasmine, and Snow White.)

Wreck-It Ralph as It Relates to Work and The Pursuit of Happiness
[during reading and watching]
3. What does Wreck-It Ralph say about the nature of work?
4. What would Epicurus’ advice be to Ralph?
[after reading and watching]
5. What does Ralph’s journey teach us about the nature of The Pursuit of
Happiness? What does the movie, in general, teach us about the nature of
happiness?

General Questions for Wreck-It Ralph
1. What are we to make of the Cy-Bugs? Do you think they represent
something? What?
2. Evaluate the character of Sour Bill as one of the few competent Disney villain
henchmen.
3. Evaluate and comment on the nature of Calhoun’s colloquial expressions.
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college  and  career  ready:  aligning  local  
organiza1ons  to  end  please-‐the-‐teacher  
syndrome
serena  mari  garcia

How  can  we  get  students  to  write  for  their  own  reasons  
and  not  simply  for  a  grade?  Who  are  the  relevant  
stakeholders  in  reﬁning  wri-ng  purposes?

College and Career Ready: Aligning Local Organizations to End
Please-The-Teacher Syndrome
Serena Mari Garcia

‘‘

’’

[The students] want to know something in their brain matches
what I, as their instructor, must clearly hold as the “correct”
response. They can’t believe that I genuinely want to read what
they have to write, not a regurgitated response about what I
think on the subject.

Please-the-Teacher Syndrome

“But I don’t know what to write about?”
“I’m stuck!”
“I just can’t get it!”
All are classic refrains from frustrated students taking writing courses.
They offer up their painfully forlorn looks, begging for any answer to make
their assignment easier. Sadly this happens quite often in a writing class—and it
doesn’t matter whether it’s a high school or university writing class: I know
because I teach both.
My usual no-nonsense attitude begins the guiding process. “So far, we’ve
gone through reading Fahrenheit 451 and 1984. What do those books have in
common with each other and with your current independent study novel? How
do the subjects relate to the media used in unit two? What have you learned
throughout this process? What implications do these readings have for current
events, your work environment, or future goals?” My job is to help them
overcome their perfection paralysis.
But if the students looked miserable before my line of questioning, they
now look as though I’ve blown their cerebral circuits. A few of them look as
though I just kicked a puppy. Despite giving them think-time (Stahl), fear and
worry supersede frustration and they begin to question: “What did she just say
to me? Have I made the right decision being in this class? Can she see right
through me? What right do I have to say anything? Why can’t she just tell me
what she wants?” And, whether the student is aware of it or not, the last
question is causing them the most grief.
It’s not that they don’t know what to write; instead, they just haven’t
learned to work through the conflagration of their many ideas to choose the
most effective mode for their writing. They want to know something in their
brain matches what I, as their instructor, must clearly hold as the “correct”
response. They can’t believe I genuinely want to read what they have to write,
not a regurgitated response about what I think on the subject. Students who hit
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this roadblock are, usually, very articulate and promising writers who have just
reached an impasse. Unlike a seasoned writer, who can take a break, refresh her
mind, and come back to a project, this type of paralysis is more sinister. No
amount of time away will help them tackle the problem because they haven’t
yet learned to bridge the gap between process and product. In fact, taking time
off may cause the writer more anxiety because of a problem I call Please-theTeacher Syndrome.
Please-the-Teacher Syndrome produces a gap in the ability to support
opinions, so students simply look for an easy way out by writing something
they think will get them a good grade, and since writing is an extremely
personal process producing a product for critiquing, this gap is most perceptible
to instructors of writing between secondary and first year writing programs.
Unfortunately, an instructor can perpetuate a student’s inability to
fashion a cogent writing product for an occasion. Instructors run their
classrooms how they see fit; they can construct intense or lackadaisical criteria
for any number of writing assignments. Students can become very adept at
building a rapport with their writing instructor, going to office hours or
emailing to consistently ask What can I do better?, and/or holding instructor
comments about their writing as gospel. Miraculously, the final draft matches
exactly what the teacher wanted. This doesn’t mean the student is a good writer
or that he has the ability to respond to various rhetorical situations, only that he
is willing to change voice or style to equal the teacher’s expectations, get a
passing grade, and move through his course load.

“Why Can’t Students Write Better?”
I currently work as a high school teacher of freshmen, a dual enrollment
instructor for upper level students at the same campus, and a lecturer at a local
university. Because of this fluidity, I often meet people whose biggest complaint
about writing is, “Why can’t students write better?” At first, the answer was a
simple and sardonic retort: “Well, what are you doing to help students get better
at writing?” Obviously, that doesn't get to the root of the issue or begin to offer a
solution. But I realized there was something valid to the question and to my
response: How can more people work together to build better writers? Then I
searched the writing of struggling students and identified Please-the-Teacher
Syndrome. So why are students more focused on pleasing their teacher and not
on fostering their own writing motives? Several reasons are likely.
Take the required Texas state standards (where I teach) of English
Language Arts and Reading (ELAR) which mandate mastery of the writing
process and the ability to produce a multitude of different texts, like: “reader
responses of literary texts,” “expository or procedural texts,” and “persuasive
texts,” all while being versed in “oral and written conventions,” “handwriting,
capitalization, punctuation,” and “spelling.” Throughout the course of their four
years in ELAR courses, students should also become problem solvers able to
“research and gather sources,” to “synthesize information,” and “present [their]
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ideas” through “listening, speaking, and teamwork” (Texas Education Agency).
Similarly, South Texas College and the University of Texas-Pan American have
“program and course learning outcomes” to build competencies in “the writing
process,” “audience and purpose,” and “research and documentation strategies” to
name a few (Haske; UTPA). Standards of secondary and university writing are
almost identical, but their execution is left entirely up to the organizations and
the instructor in each section. Incidentally, curriculum is more about what
students should learn; they are not requirements on how teachers should be
covering these topics (Dunlosky). Some teachers are given free-reign in their
classrooms without goal-setting or foundational work for their organizational
or community needs. Others are stymied with “overprescribed” lesson plans that
can be “detrimental to teaching and learning” (Rose).
It’s also no secret that funding for public education has been waning
since the early 2000s. Teachers are being asked to do more with much less
while the student population has multiplied exponentially every year (Karen
Barry Creative Development). In other words, things like textbooks, pens or
pencils, and even copy paper can be hoarded by a district or campus trying to
reduce overhead costs. Teachers stressed about finding resources for their class
might fall behind on lesson planning or classroom management, which
contributes to a poor learning environment. How can a writing teacher teach
writing when their low socio-economic students show up with no paper or
writing utensils?
Public education is ever changing, and scrounging for funding isn’t the
only concern. Another shift has been in educational goals. Instead of letting
students experiment, delve deeply in material or learn in age-group appropriate
ways, phrases like “data driven” and “goal oriented” are used to promote ideals
like “College and Career Ready” or “College for All” by promoting a “No Excuses”
culture which can neglect students with special needs, gifted students, and
those with language barriers. The resulting assessment culture is perverse with
students, parents, and teachers palpably anxious about “test score equal[ing]
merit” (Sacks).
Mentorship and/or training of writing teachers are another likely cause.
People can choose one of two paths to become a teacher in the state of Texas.
The Texas Education Agency (TEA) requires those in traditional university
education programs to complete student teaching under the guidance of a
veteran teacher. A student teacher will help design lesson plans and tutor
students, while taking classes on behavior management, pedagogy, and content
to build a solid foundation for teaching. Then, still under a veteran teacher’s
supervision, they take over the classroom for an extended period of time as
prescribed by their College of Education and their campus-site principal. Upon
successful compliance, the student teacher can test for their certifications,
graduate, and become fully certified.
The second route is more lenient. Alternative certification programs
(ACP) require a one-year internship, where probationary certified teachers are
hired into a classroom of their own without any prior teaching experience.
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Often, those in this type of certification are thrown into a “trial by fire” situation,
with limited supervision from their campus or program superiors, that isn’t
conducive to the development of great teachers (Mior). Depending on the
alternative program’s course structure, it is possible and even likely that those
on this track may not have had a class on pedagogy, classroom management,
behavioral issues, or content.
In either case, after the first year, teachers are considered veterans and
not required to maintain a professional mentorship. The guide at my first public
school employment left to attend graduate school in her home state and, after
that year, I’ve never had another officially assigned mentor. At every college I’ve
worked at, I have never received any professional training nor have I formally
been provided a mentor. Thankfully, because of my professional network, I have
identified writing instructors and program administrators who can mentor and
guide me through the expectations and necessities of the position; however, this
isn’t the case for all incoming writing instructors.

Using Various Methods to Create College and Career Ready Writers
Challenging any of these causes can nurture better writers. However,
when each is attacked simultaneously, a solid base can be built so students can
become critical thinkers, rhetorical writers, and more capable adaptors to
different writing and communication situations.

Method 1: Aligning the Community and Its Writing Projects
How can identifying better writing goals and having communication
between secondary and post secondary education foster a better writer? Think
of a family planning a cross-country road trip. First, the family, preferably
through some sort of democratic process, chooses the location to vacation.
When the travelers know the location they are headed, they then must use
outside sources to research the costs of the trip, decide the best routes, lodging,
food options, and appropriate stops to refuel, etc. Likewise, writing teachers
should be able to know exactly where and how to guide writing students to
their final destination. If the end goal should be to make “College and Career
Ready” students, shouldn’t there be an agreement that writing is the
fundamental component necessary in every aspect of college and career
readiness? Shouldn’t colleges and members of local career industries be
vertically aligned with secondary education to produce opportunities for
learning to maximize success in writing and communication skills?
I fight the battle to bridge the writing gap between high school and
college writing in my class every day, though I am hardly alone. Many of my
colleagues do the same thing, but it is difficult to form a space for our specific
expertise to work together in the confines of our separate and varied
institutions. Writing teachers tend to stick together in a de facto way but
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constraints of time, money, resources, and drive keep us all clinging to what and
whom we know and grasping at innovative ways to address Please-the-Teacher
Syndrome. It isn’t always easy, but we can rely on each other to diagnose issues
and create action plans to address our unique needs. However, often missing is
the voice and input from local businesses.
Instead of accidental professional networking, creating a local cohort of
high school writing teachers, dual enrollment teachers, first year writing
instructors at post secondary institutions, and the biggest local employers can
be a real step to bridging the Please-the-Teacher Syndrome gap. Unfortunately,
secondary education has many of these outreach requirements, but not enough
manpower or financial resources to achieve active cross-institutional
involvement. When this is truly built, they can then bring in employers willing
to take responsibility in the process as well. Such a liaison program can create
project-based assignments to fulfill a tangible and crucial need within the
community (Thomas). Writing students could grow exponentially if they were
able to take ownership of identifying a problem within their surroundings,
providing solutions for it, and communicating a course of action for the project
to an active audience.

Method 2: Combatting Testing Culture by Creating Rhetorical Spaces
Chronic testing makes terrible writers and in some institutions this
attitude has helped catapult me to master teacher status because I design
assignments to shape transferable communication and writing skills. However,
too often, disagreements about the importance of writing taxonomy have
occurred between myself and those who are severely nervous about the testing
culture; it’s gotten so bad that a dean of instruction once actually told me, “We
aren’t supposed to be teaching students to think.” Despite this frightening
negativity, and depending on the grade level of my specific set of students, I
teach to help students write better within the confines of standardized testing
or to overcome being the product of said testing within the afforded timeframe
(classes can run anywhere from six to eighteen weeks up to a full academic
year). By creating a true rhetorical space where students and I can build
background knowledge, foster ideas, and give constructive feedback throughout
the writing process with enough time to rewrite, students can be given many
opportunities to succeed on their various assignments.
The foundation for a safe and rhetorical environment could emerge
from the Social Contract suggested by the Flippen Group in “Capturing Kids
Hearts.” This program asks students to answer four specific questions with only
guiding input from the classroom teacher. Students are charged with creating
the classroom rules and expectations. They usually come up with basic ideals of
respect and honesty, but in the end, I sign their contract as my promise to them
that I will NEVER yell or laugh at them and I will ALWAYS respect them as
individuals on the verge of adulthood. In return, they promise their best
behavior and, more importantly, their efforts, too. Throughout the school year,
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this goodwill provides me with the freedom to comment on student writing
without causing students to shut down because they take the comments too
personally. They understand “failure” is an obstacle on the road to flourish as
writers, not an end all.
Low stakes journal writing is another option to create a rhetorical space
for students. Journals are usually written in response to a quote I’ve found to
match the concepts of the day, week, or unit. All journal writing is graded on
participation only, since students shouldn’t feel as if their private writings are
subject to harsh grading criteria (Elbow). Every once in a while, I’ll throw in a
“check-in” writing assignment where students can write to me about anything
they need: school or home life issues, my teaching methods, better ways we can
learn from each other, etc. It is extremely important I respond to the “check-in”
assignments.
Student/teacher writing conferences can occur before, during, and after
every major writing assignment. Here students and I are able to discuss what
students have chosen to write about and why, how they are working to
accomplish their goal(s) and whether they are content with the organization
and techniques in their final product. Students come to see me in a supportive
facilitator role, not just as someone wielding The Red Pen of Doom which can
“weaken teacher-student relations” (Dukes).
Transparent requirements can also make a difference in student
engagement. Dr. Bill Broz, an Associate Professor at UTPA, offered the handout
“How to Get an A in My Class” and suggested I attach it to my syllabus. These
guidelines help form a rhetorical space for my writing students and myself.
Students in high school are required to get a parent signature on their syllabus
so they all know the expectations and requirements for my class. Public school
teachers are also encouraged to keep parents abreast of their child’s attendance,
behavior and grades with phone calls, emails, and home visits. Using parental
support systems at the college level is frowned upon because of the Family
Educational Rights Privacy Act (U.S. Department of Education), but I can still
discuss this handout on the first day with my registered college students and
send emails to “check-in” and gauge their dedication and ability to complete the
course.

Method 3: Mentoring Writing Teachers and Students
Although some schools have begun to appreciate the benefit of
mentoring, there are no state or federal requirements for mandatory
mentorship for writing instructors. Each college or university is free to invent a
program specific for its needs. And, as previously mentioned, secondary
teachers receive mentoring only through their first academic year. This freedom
can craft unique results for a mission and vision; but unfortunately, many
organizations have a sink-or-swim attitude when it comes to hiring new
writing instructors despite knowing mastery for teaching “takes at least 10
years” (Ambrose). During this time, teachers should continuously be partnered
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with a role model, engage in a professional learning communities, and
participate in the “process” (Harwell) of professional development.
An often overlooked and very potent mentoring relationship is that
between a teacher and student. Programs like Love and Logic or Capturing Kids
Hearts promote “healthy parent/teacher and teacher/student relationships” to
establish “positive . . . discipline.” Each targets a student’s emotional well-being
before content is ever discussed. Although mostly used in the undergraduate
setting (Colvin), peer-to-peer mentoring can also benefit students at the
secondary level as they build ways to network, practice conflict resolution, and
master the learning goals of the class.

Conclusion
Out of the twenty-six standards outlined by Texas Education Agency for
ELAR at the high school level, fourteen are stipulations for writing and
communicating alone. At the college level, standards defined by Texas Higher
Education Coordinating Board, are quite similar and just as important. If
students are given multiple opportunities for authentic writing projects crafted
by secondary institutions, universities, and career industries within the local
community, we can all do a part to end Please-the-Teacher Syndrome and create
students who can more effectively communicate with the world around them.
Students with the affliction of Please-the-Teacher Syndrome aren’t
doomed to a life of not being able to write effectively. Accepting that “what the
teacher wants” isn’t going to help them grow as writers, giving reasons to make
writing an integral part of themselves, while providing projected based learning
opportunities, students can rest assured they will no longer have to dejectedly
look to their writing teacher for “what to write about.” They will have had
plenty of legitimate writing opportunities between high school, post secondary,
and business partners to become college and career ready.

‘‘

’’

By creating a true rhetorical space where students and I can build
background knowledge, foster ideas, give constructive feedback
throughout the writing process with enough time to rewrite,
students can be given many opportunities to succeed on their
various assignments.
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Artifact in Action 4 . Negotiating Purpose
Andrew Hollinger + Colin Charlton
Student Introduction
With any writing assignment, there are multiple goals in play.
Of course, there’s what your teacher wants, what you can
understand from the actual language of the assignment. But
there are also the underlying goals your teacher has that s/he
may not have written in the assignment. There are your goals
for working with your teacher and the assignment, how you want to prove
yourself in this particular class. And there are your goals for yourself as a
reader, researcher, and/or writer, what you want to learn from doing the
assignment. You ask yourself (or you should ask yourself):
•

Why me? What does this assignment mean to my work as a reader and
writer?

•

What else? What drives me to make some meaningful connections to this
assignment and invent something?

•

What for? What do I really want to accomplish if I engage with the
difficult work of this assignment?

The following sequence of prompts can help you carefully analyze your
assignment, your teacher’s goals, and your goals. Hopefully, it will give you a
sense of personal investment and help you uncover productive connections
between your goals and your teacher’s.
What does your
teacher want you to
get out of doing this
assignment?

You have an assignment to write. But what is the
key to the assignment? What would you highlight
as the assignment’s primary goal? Copy the
words, sentence, or brief passage from the
assignment that captures that goal and then write
it in your own words.

What is you want to
get out of doing this
assignment?

What are the assignment’s requirements and
limits? In other words, what do you have to do to
successfully complete the assignment (and why)?

Where is the crossover? Is there a goal that can, to
some degree, satisfy both of you?

In this assignment, what can you make decisions
about? Where is there room (intentional or not)
for you to make choices and experiment?

PLAN OF ACTION: Looking back at what you’ve
written and learned in this sequence, what is one
way that you will make this assignment your
own?
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in  media(s)  res:  learning  in  transi1on
emma  cole

How  do  the  ways  students  use  technology  reﬂect/aﬀect  
the  ways  they  learn?  Do  students  use  technology  any  
diﬀerently  in  college  than  they  do  in  high  school?

In Media(s) Res: Learning in Transition
Emma Cole

‘‘

My grandparents bought a whole library of VHS tapes: I don’t
think they realized it was possible for the format to become
totally obsolete as fast as it did. A movie that has been around for,
say, fifty years (and movies in general have only been around for
about a hundred years) has already been through reel, tape, DVD,
and digital streaming formats.

’’

Reflective transitions occur when moving from one learning space to
another in a rhetorical manner. Learning sticks if it permeates our experience.
When learning and conversation take place in the same plane, transitions
between spaces along that plane are easy. But a new dimension complicates
these transitions. By necessity, the wave of students currently entering college
is a population of identity-hoppers. A growing number of people create at least
two main, distinct identities that encompass all of their contextual identities. An
immersed user has just as many contexts under her “virtual” identity as she
does under her “natural” identity: two planes where learning spaces exist.
My interest in rhetorical transitions stems from my desire to find ways
to bridge those learning spaces and to develop a way of investigating and
evaluating the activity in them. We know that students shift learning modes on
a regular basis, but are they having successful transitions between their
experiences? If the purpose of an entry-level college writing class is to enable
students to see themselves as writers across contexts (Downs and Wardle, pp.
552-84), then the purpose of my project is to enable students to see themselves
as writers in virtual contexts by building user-owned bridges across learning
spaces. Bridges like this could enable students to make connections between
their school writing and reading strategies and their virtual reading and writing
strategies by cultivating reflective transitions.
Transitional Society

Our society is increasingly literate and students write and talk all the
time. However, new and emerging literacies are still being treated as separate
from the subject of literacy, when in fact they are just new iterations among
continuously transitioning forms for the same content (Leu et al., 2009). Rapid
changes in form often produce disconnects like this one. Throughout history
there have been revolutions in culture, education, and technology, but as time
goes by they occur with increasing frequency: no sooner can we adjust to a new
mode of communication than another takes its place.
Here is one of my favorite examples of how quickly technologies can
change: most people my age or older remember VHS tapes, but my little sister
hardly does. This is because in the past ten years alone we have been through
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multiple major shifts in video/entertainment technologies. My grandparents
bought a whole library of VHS tapes: I don’t think they realized it was possible
for the format to become totally obsolete as fast as it did. A movie that has been
around for 50 years, say (and movies in general have only been around for
about a hundred years) has already been through reel, tape, dvd, and digital
streaming formats. But now we can see how quickly technology and habits can
evolve—and we can see that change only gathers momentum. Luckily, humans
are notoriously adaptable, the very best in fact, and the youth normally adapts
first, if for no other reason than that the process of learning about a new
technology becomes totally integrated into their natural process of learning
about the way the known world works. Instead of dragging behind technology
shifts, young people notoriously appear to lean ahead into the change, almost
dragging the times along behind them.
Learning spaces are always evolving along with the technologies that
populate them. The classroom has been through countless iterations, but the
classroom is not and has never been the sole learning space: what about coffee
houses, libraries, study rooms, workshops, arboretums, living rooms, dinner
tables, taverns, offices, and bedrooms? A lot of quality education in our history
comes from being immersed and engaged in alternative learning spaces. These
kinds of spaces are ideal habitats for reflective transitions.
In his book, Writing on the Wall: Social Media-The First 2000 Years, Tom
Standage argues that social media as we know it today is not entirely new but
rather the latest iteration of a form that has been around for thousands of
years. People love to network. We are a social species, and we need to be part of
conversations. Discourse and networking have played a key role in innovation
and in education. More than that: sparking conversation among scholars evokes
a feeling of ownership of knowledge and topics. Any coffeehouse-type platform
needs do two things to discursively function: be comfortable and facilitate the
flow of ideas in a community. Both characteristics are incubators for innovation
and inquiry. And virtual spaces have laid out all of the framework necessary for
comfortable, productive community learning spaces. All we have to do is tap
and tie into it.
The idea of user-designed classrooms is not a new one, and it is an idea
that is certainly coming back into style. And it’s brilliant . . . but also daunting in
its variability. The problem with updating a classroom to match the need of a
student is that you have to reinvent the classroom with each individual or with
every fresh group of students. Or maybe a technology will work really well for a
couple of years and then become totally or mostly obsolete. This is why I think
that users need to have something that moves with them without a professor
reimagining their pedagogy every few years. Think of the user-bridge as an
adapter. At the classroom end, it inputs the material that has developed over the
history of the field. At the student end, it is translated into media where the
students can have natural discourse about the subject integrated into their
routines. The material that we’re learning of course cannot adapt and change
fast enough to keep up one hundred percent, but the way that we talk about the
material can.
Traditionally, students leave home for higher learning. Now think about
what that means, or was supposed to mean. You go to get your education, you
live on campus so you are close to your education, and you spend most of your
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time around fellow students and academics similarly immersed in academia.
This tradition no longer matches up with many students, particularly at my
university. In our university setting, many students are either independent,
more than likely working and/or raising a family, and attending classes parttime, or they are dependent on their families and live at home. This means that
a relatively small portion of our student population actually lives a “traditional”
immersive college life. So how can we achieve discourse in such an
environment? I don’t know, but I want to find out. The first step is this . . .
imagine a world in which most every eighteen-year-old you talk to has a secret
identity or at least moonlights.
Transitional Identity
My peers communicate with one another as a generation more than
any generation before. Fast, furious discourse with loads of strategy: strategy
for making connections, for navigating contexts, for understanding purpose,
audience, and form. Online, one may flit among sites, sometimes consuming
information, sometimes producing. My theory is that people, especially in my
generation, have overarching internet identities and that these identities have
certain characteristics that carry over to many contexts. This is much like our
face-to-face lives: we have one identity which is “me” and then we tweak that
identity depending on the context, while staying somewhat true to ourselves
and who we are. Starting a tenure on the internet means being allowed a good
deal of creative power over your new virtual identity and to what degree it ties
into outside life. Possibilities are near infinite, but preference and platforms are
limiting. I can see a gap in my own routines. I have networks for images, music,
movies, culture, news, art, friends, and family, but I have not yet found a
universal outlet for discourse about my reading, writing, and study interests
that makes sense in my virtual context.
In order to discover and develop an academic outlet for entry-level
college students, let’s start with a profile of an entry-level college student. In
order to gather this information, we need to know what kind of information we
want, how we want to apply it, and what students have in common. As an
entry-level college student, I volunteer my own experience as tribute.
At this very moment, I am performing the following tasks that are
related to my work and integral to a writing project I have in my English 1302
(first-year writing, second semester) class: I have three documents open (a
working draft, a working outline, and a clipboard), but I am also keeping a
channel open with my professor to seek advice and encouragement for my
writing project. I am checking my online survey for responses, so I am
conducting research and writing about it in tandem. I have the class blog open
in another tab so I can see assignments and read teacher comments on my
abstract. I have a chat open with another student seeking solidarity and talking
about our work strategies. I am immersed in my identity as a writer in this
moment. And this “tabs” mode of operation is not foreign to me in the slightest,
though it took me a little while to figure this station out, and I certainly don’t
use it when I am looking for minimum distraction. But now I do know how to
live in this station, and I’ve made myself a learning space. I strongly suspect that
other students do something similar to this, but I have no idea how efficiently.
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I now turn to behavior that I am almost positive the vast majority of my
generation has in common with me. When I go online (and I don’t have
studying to do), I set up a similar station. As a medium profile user, I produce a
little and interact with material a lot. Even when I open my computer purely to
kill time, I set up a station for myself: I open my email, messages, music player,
and web browser. On my web browser, I open two tabs for Tumblr, a tab for my
blog, and sometimes a tab for Facebook, YouTube, etc.
How can this profile of me be accurately assessed? How can I tell people
about this identity or find out if this is an experience common to other students
entering college? And how do we apply this information? If what works for
social hubs is more or less universal, than perhaps academic hubs should have
the same level, form, and function of accessibility. My tentative expectation is
that the virtual academic outlet I’m beginning to imagine and design (as an
alternative to existing platforms) will turn out to be a student-oriented hub with
tie-ins or links to survey services, information services like Wikipedia, open
channels/chat rooms for teachers and students, some kind of network for
feedback, and links to student and professor created resources like newsletters
or podcasts. This resource could be individually managed and customized as
different kinds of hubs including discussions, interviews, and advice became
important to the user.
In and of itself, this proposition poses a small dilemma: what side of the
hub would we work from? Would we start from the classroom and graft
resources onto an online platform? Would this limit the space to being used for
one classroom? Since a user bridge would be primarily a scholarly space, I think
it should exist mostly independent of the classroom, meaning it could be
adapted for various courses and discourse could continue even when class is out
of session. This goal suggests to me that at the student end it would be fixed to
them and to their media routines as a catalyst for reflective transition to be
applied to their various learning spaces.
Transitional Community
As part of this line of thought, I designed a survey asking students and
professors about their media habits. I did not restrict it to entry level college
students, although that information could be gathered in the process. The
reason I left that open-ended is because this hub I’m imagining needs to take
into account the routines of the average internet person and to compare
strategies over the course of a college career. I based the questions on the survey
on my self study and the questions that would prompt me to accurately gauge
my habits and media and study patterns. Here are my initial survey questions
and explanations of each:
1.

How old are you? This is an obvious question. I want to generate a profile
of the user that includes age because of the range of student experiences
linked to age, college entrance, work experiences, and generational
trends.

2. How do you use the internet? Here, I will include a grid of application
formats and purpose. Are students reading/using photos, text, video,
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and/or audio? Is the function of their online work networking, posting,
blogging, browsing, lurking, and/or gaming?
3. How old were you when you joined your first networking site? I believe this
question will help me to gauge how at home a user is in a virtual space.
4. Describe your online routine. How much time do you spend and where?
5. How do you manage/organize your internet time?
6. How do you manage/organize your study time?
7. Do you listen to music or play other media while studying? Together, these
four questions will help me get a profile of actual student practices and
details on the processes of studying and social media usage that I hope to
connect.
8. Is there a site that changed the way you use the internet? How? This last is
my favorite question. A little bit extra, but central to this project. Why?
Because I am proposing a shift in the way students use the internet, I
need to know what causes such a shift in nature.
Using the information gathered in this survey, I want to plan and build a
hub for writing students and professors. By collaborating with IT experts, first
year writing students, and rhetoric and composition teachers about real
practices, I believe the resulting open-source site can be independent of a
company or institution so that the users will truly own and adapt the learning
space. The space's design needs to accommodate new discourse and link to
resources, communities, projects, campaigns, and ongoing conversations, both
local and virtual. As a meta project, our hub can make its start as a collaborative
platform for our university’s writing community to continue and extend our
conversations and our identities as writers.

‘‘

My theory is that people, especially in my generation, have
overarching internet identities and that these identities have
certain characteristics that carry over to many contexts. This is
much like our face-to-face lives: we have one identity which is
“me” and then we tweak that identity depending on the context,
while staying somewhat true to ourselves and who we are.

’’
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Artifact in Action 5 . A Towards a Living Survey of Transitional Student Reading
Habits and Social Media Usage
Colin Charlton + Andrew Hollinger
A Living Transitional Student Inventory
There is a substantial amount of course management software
available to teachers and students as we launch this journal in
2014. From institutionalized platforms like Blackboard Learn to
customizable code like Drupal, from courses occupying
Facebook to Facebook-like courses in Edmodo, teachers and
students can interact online and use a lot of web 2.0 tools to analyze, construct,
and share knowledge. But there are other “stations” that we’re building to get
things done, as Cole shows us in her piece. What can we learn from those
stations, how we build them, and how they function online as identity and
learning extensions?
In order to get at the profile that Cole wants of student identity, social
media usage, and learning, writing teachers can help through a sequence of
surveys that begin with high school seniors and continue through the freshmen
year. Finding out how students during this transitional time change (or don’t
change) their behaviors, attitudes, and learning activities when it comes to
social interactions (online or otherwise) can help identify what the hub Cole
envisions needs to look like, how it needs to function, where it needs to be
flexible, and in what ways it needs to be stable.
Beginning in spring 2014, the first year writing program at UTPA
(theWP) will pilot the In Media(s) Res Survey for transitional students (high
school to college). It will blend Cole’s questions with student reading surveys à la
David Jolliffe and Allison Harl’s “Texts of Our Institutional Lives: Studying the
‘Reading Transition’ from High School to College: What are Our Students
Reading and Why?” (College English, 70.6, 2008) to get a sense of what a studentcentered hub can be.
Will it look like the Spotify of college cram chats? Will a new type of
research index make sense? Does it have to be a cross-platform app? Will
writing students want and respond to a different kind of social media
community than we’ve seen up until now? We don’t know, but Cole and theWP
invite writing students, teachers, and researchers to join the survey
development underway at inmres.blogspot.com or reddit.com/r/ELATeachers
for a spring 2015 pilot and fall 2015 launch.
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a  pile  of  stuﬀ  on  the  table  and  reimagining  
distance
colin  charlton  +  andrew  hollinger

What’s  next?  What  is  the  cri-cal  distance  between  high  
school  and  college  wri-ng  contexts?

A Pile of Stuff on the Table and Reimagining Distance
Colin Charlton + Andrew Hollinger

‘‘

EECOM - GOLD
This isn’t a contingency we’ve remotely looked at.
DR. CHUCK (FLIGHT SURGEON)
Those CO2 levels are gonna be getting toxic.
GENE KRANZ (FLIGHT DIRECTOR - WHITE)
Well, I suggest you, gentlemen, invent a way to put a square peg
in a round hole. Rapidly.

’’

TECHNICIAN
Okay, people. Listen up. The people upstairs handed us this one
and we gotta come through. We gotta find a way to make this . . .
fit into the hole for this . . . using nothing but that.

(from Apollo 13, 1995)

This is, perhaps, the most crucial scene from Apollo 13. Any hope for
returning to Earth depends on whether a group of stocky, crew-cut, shortsleeved, brown-tie-wearing, pocket protector sorts can create a workaround
from limited materials. In fact, it doesn’t yet matter whether the crew will be
able to manually pilot themselves to splash down because, without the CO2
filter, they are dead men anyway. The entire success of the rescue hinges on this
moment of invention.
So there are the rocket scientists, hunched over a table covered by a pile
of stuff. They have a job to do and lives depend on it. And it feels dramatic
because, of course, it is dramatic. Lovers of history and of film know that Gene
Kranz/Ed Harris and his team were able to devise a workable CO2 filter and
eventually bring the Apollo 13 crew home. As important as the outcome is,
though, that pile of stuff on the table is unassumingly significant. It is the
aggregate shape of discovery.
There are moments that feel important even before we recognize what
is happening. That feeling is the potential energy of the moment, of the pile: the
hope, the suggestion, that something relevant and meaningful can happen . . . if
only things can be connected and set into motion, a distance compressed.
Now reimagine the scene: there is still a table piled high with stuff, odd
bits and ends that, on their own, may not mean too much. Gathered around the
table are teachers, high school and college, administrators, students, parents,
community members. The moment is wrought with potential energy:
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something important and meaningful can happen here. The trouble with
potential energy is that it requires a stimulus, a spark, an action to transform it
into something with momentum. Two questions hang in the periphery of this
moment, things each person at that table should be wondering: (1) what is
possible right now? and (2) how do we make that happen?

What is Possible Right Now?
We don’t completely know, but we have ideas. In her introduction to this
issue, Elizabeth Wardle suggests a few things, including a monthly reading and
discussion group composed of any willing stakeholders. For our part, crosspol
aims to be a space for discussion, invention, and experimentation. We are also
active pursuers and supporters of cross-pollinating events, and at the end of this
issue, after our call for papers, we have included a flyer and invitation to a
symposium for transitional writing and math classes. And we have visions of a
national series of Spark events that we hope will develop over the next year
with those of you interested in popup high school-college writing conversations.
Certainly everything that is possible and potential hasn’t been sparked,
designed, or enacted. For example, we suspect and hope that it would be possible
for high school teachers and college instructors to teach in each other’s classes
one or more times in a year as a method for better understanding what
teaching and learning look like in our respective institutions (and to begin
conversations about what teaching and learning could and should look like in
our respective institutions). This dimension of curricular syncopation (an
alternative to the overused alignment) is rich with possibility, especially for
writing students that are working in those in-between reflective spaces of What
should I have learned? and What do I need to know? And that means we need to do
more to bring a diverse range of student voices, high school and college, into the
mix so we can begin to understand, for instance, the everyday consequences of
standardized assessment on student lives or the hybridity of student socialintellectual media usage. If we depend mostly on our own systems of teacher
lore and theory, then we will continue to have an expert-novice community
regardless of how much we argue for our student-centeredness.
The bigger issue may be that the pile of stuff on the table represents the
tools and strategies we have to solve problems that we don’t know exist yet. And
that understanding should probably direct our own inquiry and creation. As
writing teachers, we exist inside a moment of potential energy, and it feels
dramatic because, of course, it is dramatic. But the only way to direct that
energy into something meaningful is to continually spark ideas to see what
catches fire.
As exciting and even fun as these moments of inquiry and invention are,
we have to work to implement promising social actions that emerge from them.
We understand that moments of potential energy lead to learning and new
understanding and confusion, which come back to us as professional and ethical
obligations to act on those realizations. But learning something and then
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willfully ignoring its implications and failing to adapt our pedagogy creates a
moral and academic black hole: what good is learning anything if we won’t let
that knowledge affect our actions? So we break ground.

How Do We Make That Happen?
High school and college writing teachers don’t have to have to build a
CO2 filter. We are surrounded with enough filters already. But we should take
on the construction of a new type of system—a public art that is theoreticalpractical-sustainable. Maybe we can develop our own threshold concepts for
cross-pollination and collaboration, ones that we have to regard and enact in
order to become functioning members of a new community that begins with
that seed shaped middle of the Venn diagram that is high school and college. To
get things started, we can imagine at least four concepts—
•

Listening is the art of community-building. We need to develop new
spaces and ways to listen to one another. Actual listening is not easy.
Even the most generous of us often come to the table with
assumptions about ourselves and each other: who is smarter, more
experienced, better qualified. Instead, we need to assume that
everyone at the table has something valuable to contribute.

•

Collaboration is a requirement for learning and change. We need to write
and read together. One of the suggested threshold concepts for
writing studies is that writing is its own activity and not only an
activity for mediating other ideas. Writing and reading together
means learning together, and those constructive acts are hard to
come by in lives that tend to overtake evenings and weekends,
leaving us drowning in distance-making logistics. We need new
outlets to know, question, and collaborate with each other across
institutions.

•

Levels are imposed not exposed. We need to act like we have the same
students. Why do we so often pretend that students in high school
and college are wildly different in personality, ability, or emotion? We
are all trying to reach, breach, and teach the same students. But the
seduction of preparation clouds that commonality. What might
happen if we changed the game and imagined a population of
students and teachers occupying the same space?

•

Life is adaptation. We need to think about adjustment not as a
necessary struggle, but as an invitation for teachers and students to
invest in a working landscape of writing. That means that we can
invest in rhetorical and strategic cross-pollination—its necessary dead
ends and its emergent new pathways—and be open to the mix of
conversations, terminologies, and processes that will result.
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We look forward to the emerging conversations our contributors have
started here in crosspol’s inaugural issue. Wardle prompts us to consider our
writing thresholds and our discursive outlets. Weimer, Esquierdo, and Guajardo
challenge us to reconnect our pasts and presents as meaning makers. Skarl
shows us that cultural stereotypes can be theoretical touchstones. Garcia maps
a way to help balance rhetorical purpose. Cole asks us to reconsider the
information collection, consumption, and creation habits that define our
learning and teaching. And we . . . well, we hope you find this modest start to
be, as we do, a meaningful collection to engage and interconnect. And we’re
dedicated to how the ideas here can help us resee and remap the distances we’ve
reacted to and perpetuated for far too long.
It’s time to dive into the pile and reimagine the distance to our goals.
Time to share the stories, critically articulate the strategies, and design and
follow through with the research and discussion that will bridge high school
and college teaching and writing.
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contributors
EMMA COLE
Emma Cole is a freshman at the University of Texas-Pan American interested in
intersections. Anything meta tickles her. A native of the American southwest,
she has lived the rest of her life in southeast Asia and deep south Texas. This is
her first publication.
J. JOY ESQUIERDO
J. Joy Esquierdo is an Associate Professor of Bilingual Education at the
University of Texas-Pan American. She received her PhD from Texas A&M
University-College Station in 2006 and her BA and her MEd in Elementary
Education-Bilingual/Bicultural from the University of Texas-Pan American. She
taught and worked in Texas public schools for nine years before working in
academia. Her research agenda includes the academic performance of bilingual
students in areas such as gifted education, biliteracy content development, and
best teaching practices for bilingual learners.
SERENA GARCIA
Serena Mari Garcia has been in education for over a decade in various positions.
Currently a dual enrollment instructor at La Villa Early College High School and
a lecturer at the University of Texas–Pan American, she has become versed in
transitioning students from writing in high school to writing at the university
level and hopes to help students overcome the gaps created by standardized
testing.
FRANCISCO GUAJARDO
Francisco Guajardo is Professor of Educational Leadership at the University of
Texas-Pan American. He attended Edcouch-Elsa schools, was a classroom
teacher at E-E High in the 1990s, and out of his classroom co-founded the Llano
Grande Center for Research and Development. Dr. Guajardo is also a co-founder
of the Center for Bilingual Studies at UTPA.
JOHN SKARL
John Skarl is in his lucky thirteenth year as a high school English teacher. He
became a high school English professor teaching dual credit composition to
students at the Medina County Joint Vocational School in 2010 with the
completion of an MFA in fiction writing from the NEO MFA consortium where
he was a recipient of the Coulter Emerging Poet and Writer’s Prize and winner
of the Marion Smith Short Story Prize. He deeply enjoys the hard work of
helping young writers find their voices while he continues to pursue his own
through several creative endeavors.
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ELIZABETH WARDLE
Elizabeth Wardle is Professor and Chair in the Department of Writing and
Rhetoric at the University of Central Florida in Orlando. With 60,000 students,
UCF is the second largest university in the country, and the Department of
Writing and Rhetoric was founded in 2010 as a presidential initiative to
improve the writing of all UCF students. Wardle studies the transfer of writingrelated knowledge, as well as writing program administration and composition
program design. With Doug Downs she is the author of the textbook Writing
About Writing. With Linda Adler-Kassner, she is the author of the forthcoming
book Naming What We Know: Threshold Concepts of Writing Studies. She has
previously published in College Composition and Communication,
Enculturation, and Composition Forum, among other journals.
AMY A. WEIMER
Amy A. Weimer is Associate Director of the Center for Bilingual Studies and
Associate Professor of Psychology at the University of Texas-Pan American. She
came to the Rio Grande Valley in 2006, after earning her PhD in Developmental
Psychology from Arizona State University. Her research focuses on
investigating links among socioemotional, cutural, linguistic, and academic
factors that affect children’s learning across childhood and adolescence and in
college student populations. Her work as a scholar, educator, and advocate
reflect her passion to help diverse groups of learners succeed.
ART FOR CROSSPOL 1.1
This issue’s art is a series of collaborative pieces by crosspol’s editors, with
ANDREW HOLLINGER doing the initial pencil work and COLIN CHARLTON
finishing with digital coloring and layering. For a look at the development of
each piece, visit crosspol-journal.com.
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call  for  projects
CROSSPOL 1.2
accepting submissions through January 12, 2015
IN THE CONTEXT OF HIGH SCHOOL-COLLEGE
TRANSITIONS, HOW IS THE RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN STANDARDIZED TESTING AND
WRITING AFFECTING STUDENTS’ LIVES, VOICES,
AND LEARNING?
For our first themed issue, coming out in Spring 2015, we wanted to build on an
important conversation that took place in March 2014 on the Council of
Writing Program Administrators' listserv. The discussion on writing assessment
prompted Rich Haswell to comment that testing has neglected the “uses and
consequences of test scores (and . . . test preparation and test taking) as they
affect the test takers.” In other words, student ideas, experiences, and questions
have largely been left out of conversations about writing assessment.
We are looking, in this special issue, for projects that investigate and reflect on
the ways in which the standardized testing of writing affects students: the ways
they compose, the reasons they compose, and the attitudes they develop about
writing inside and outside of our classes. Other implications we’re interested in
hearing about include the way teachers prepare for and enact instruction, test
prep, learning objectives, and assessment. And then there are all the potential
consequences that we have not imagined that we want to imagine, through this
journal, with you.
Some interesting questions to address might be, but certainly aren't limited to,
the following:
•
•

•
•
•
•

How do students think, feel, and/or talk about testing?
How does testing affect students' lives both in and beyond their formal
educational experiences? How does testing shape students' attitudes
towards composing?
How does testing improve or undermine a student's ability to write?
What other ways does testing impact students' minds and lives?
What types of writing assessments are valued in transitional contexts by
instructors, students, and other stakeholders?
How does testing shape students' attitudes towards composing?
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•
•
•
•

How does testing improve or undermine students’ abilities to write?
What other ways does testing impact students' minds and lives?
What approaches to and forms of testing will motivate students based
on their values and patterns of engagement?
What models of assessment and, by extension, what relationships to
testing could we foster and why?

We hope this call will generate many submissions and potentials for
conversations. We are interested in publishing work by high school English or
writing teachers; college writing teachers; and collaborations between the two.
Additionally, we are interested in incorporating student voices in innovative
and compelling ways. Anyone interested in writing a collaborative piece but
unable to find a partner should email us at crosspol.ed@gmail.com, and we will
try to facilitate a collaboration.
We will accept project submissions for this themed issue through January 12,
2015, and we will respond to submissions by February 9, 2015. If we request
revisions, you’ll need to resubmit by April 6, 2015.
crosspol: a journal of transitions for high school + college writing teachers is a peerreviewed online journal that welcomes both traditional and multimodal
projects. You can find more details on the journal, including submission
guidelines, at crosspol-journal.com. Please direct any questions to Andrew and
Colin at crosspol.ed@gmail.com.
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upcoming  events
iT3: Innovative Teaching Through Transitions
The HS-IHE Symposium on Transitional Math & English
University of Texas-Pan American . Edinburg, TX

FREE REGISTRATION
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